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ABS TRA CT

The global concave minimization problem is to find the constrained
global minimum of a concave function. Since such a function may have
many local minima, finding the global minimum is a computationally
difficult problem. In this bibliographic survey, which includes most of the
recent papers on constrained global concave minimization, we have
attempted to briefly summarize the main ideas in each paper. These
recent papers include those concerned with large scale global concave
minimization and bilinear programming.
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Introduction
Active research during the past two decades has produced a variety of methods for
finding constrained global solutions to nonlinear optimization problems. Although many
nonlinear programming algorithms will obtain a local solution to a smooth nonlinear
problem, in global optimization there is in general no local criterion in deciding whether
a given local solution is t.be global one.
In certain classes bf nonlinear problems the local solution is always the global one.
For example in minimization problems with a convex (or quasi -convex) objective function subject to convex constraints the local minimizer is the global solution (e.g.
IA\TR176L tHoRS82}, [ZANG76] ). For nonconvex functions there may be many local
minima so that no local criteria will give information about the global minimum. For
example, a concave function on a polytope may have a local
the polytope.

minimum

at every vertex of

In the general class of global nonlinear optimization problems we are going to consider a subclass that seems to be more tractable than the others. This is the subclass of
constrained global concave minimization problems. The general problem can be formulated as
global

mm

subject to

I (x)

(P)

xEDCR'

where f(x) is a real concave function and D a convex

compact set.

A variety of important. practical applications lead to a formulation such as problem
(F), including problems with economies of scale and fixed charge problems IHADL64],
IM1JRT6O}. More recently it has been shown that certain aspects of VLSI design can be

formulated in this manner [WATAS4I.

In addition, several important optimization problems can be formulated as concave
minimization problems. It is known rRAGH69] that. the zero-one integer programming
problem is equivalent, to a concave (quadratic) minimization problem subject to linear
constraints. More generaly jGLkN76}, a nonlinear nonconvex integer program can be
equivalently reduced to a real concave program (assume that the nonconvex objective
function is bounded and satisfies the Lipschitz condition ). Similarly the quadratic
assignment problem can be formulated as problem(P). See for example 1LAWL63],
[BAZA82]. Frieze [FRIE74} has reduced the 3-dimensional assignment problem to a bilinear programming problem and then to a special concave programming problem. In

general, bilinear programming problems are equivalent to a concave minimization problem [KONN76]. Another important problem, the linear complementarity problem can be
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reduced to a concave problem MANC781, THOA83]. Also linear mm -max problems with
connected variables and linear multi-step bimatrix games are reducible to problem (F)
FALK731, 1VAN76, IMUKl-178]. Since it. includes a broad range of problems, the global
concave minimization problem (F) is clearly of considerable interest.
From the computational complexity point of view problem (F) remains an NP -hard
problem even for such special cases as that of minimizing a quadratic concave function
over the unit hypercube (see for example IMANG84I, IGARE79], [HA}68]). In contrast
the corresponding convex (quadratic) problem can be solved by algorithms in polynomi
ally bounded time (ECHUN81], IKOzL79]).
-

The most general methods for global optimization can be divided into two classes,
deterministic and stochastic. Here we are going to consider only deterministic methods.
For general information about stochastic global optimization see DIXO751, jDIXO781
and RlNN85.
The most important deterministic approaches for global concave programming use
enumerative techniques, cutting plane methods, branch and bound, solution of approximate subproblems, bilinear programming methods or different combinations of these
techniques. Also specific methods have been proposed for problems where the objective

function has a special structure (quadratic, separable, factorable etc) or the feasible
has a simplified geometry (unit hypercube, network constraints etc).

set

Enumerative methods by ranking the extreme points
An important property of concave functions is that every local and global solution

achieved at some

extreme point of the feasible

domain ROCK7O. This

property

makes the problem more tractable since the search for an optimal solution can be restricted to the set of extreme points, even though this set. in general may be too large to
handle.
An obvious way to solve the concave programming problem in the case where the
feasible domain is a polyhedral set, is complete enumeration of the extreme points.
Although most of the algorithms in the worst case will degenerate to complete inspection
of all vertices of the the polyhedron, this approach is computationally infeasible for large
problems.
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Cabot and Francis CABO7O] presents the following procedure for solving the quadratic concave programming problem: First a linear program is solved where the linear
objective function is an underestimator to the original objective function. Then an
extreme point ranking approach developed by Murty MURT68] is applied using this
underestimating function to obtain an optimal solution to the original problem. Taha
TAHA731 uses also the idea of ranking the extreme points based on linear underestimat
mg functions.
-

General techniques for total enumeration of vertices are given by Balinski 1BAL161),
Burdet [BURD74], Dyer and Proll [DYER77}, Manas and Nedoma IMANA74] and
Rossler IROSS73]. A survey and comparison of methods for finding all vertice of a
polyhedral set. is given by Matheiss and Rubin [MATH8O) and Dyer IDYER83I. The computational effectiveness of extreme point ranking algorithms is discussed in McKeown

McKE78I.

Cutting plane methods and partition of feasible domain techniques

H.Tuy

tTUY64] was

among the first authors to consider the global concave pro-

gramming problem. His method is based on the use of cuts (Tuy cuts) to exclude parts
of the feasible domain, and a cone splitting procedure. The feasible set can be thought as
contained in a cone generated by the edges coincident with a vertex. The method solves
a sequence of subproblems associated with subcones of this initial cone.

The cone-splitting algorithm described by Tuy has been shown by Zwart [ZWAR73}
to be nonconvergent. In the same paper Zwart gives a counterexample for a method
developed by Ritter RITT66). In Ritter's method the feasible domain is reduced by the
use of a sequence of cutting planes. Zwart gives an example where an infinite sequence of
cutting planes is needed.

Bali BALl73] and [ZWAR74] proposed some modifications of Tuy's original
method. Zwart's algorithm is computationally finite and is designed to converge rapidly
on problems in which there are few local optima or the global optimum is significantly
better than most of the other optima.

JACO81]

gave a proof of a Tuy -type algorithm for the general
concave minimization problem. Also Thoai and Tuy THOA8O] proposed a class of algorithms, which are based upon a combination of branch and bound techniques with Tuy's

Recently Jacobsen

original cutting plane method.
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The Tuy cut was generalized by Clover IGLOV73A1 to give a broader class of cuts
called convexity cuts. In addition Clover describes a new approach to cut generation (cut
search).

Another algorithm (modification of Tuy's method) is given by Krynski KRYN79).
Methods based on Tuy's original ideas can be found also in [BULA82]. Some discussion
on parallel developments in concave programming and integer programming can be
found in GLOV73B1.

Branch and bound methods using approximations of the objective function.
Falk and Soland [FALKGO} considered the problem of global minimization of (non
convex) separable programming

mm

I (z)=
s.t.

-

f(x)

xEDflGCR

where D is a compact. convex set and C

1x ER :o

<x1

<

} a rectangular subset of

R'.

Crucial to the algorithm proposed by Falk and Soland is the use of convex
envelopes. Convex envelopes were first proposed by Kleinbohm K.LEI67}. Suppose here
4i is the convex envelope of f on

8}; then

gb==

is the convex envelope of f(x)

on the rectangle C. The algorithm proposed here is of branch and bound type, and
solves a sequence of subproblems in each of which the objective function is linear or convex. These problems correspond to successive partitions of the feasible domain. Two

different rules lead to "convergence" of the algorithm under different requirements on the
problem functions. This algorithm has been extended later by Soland ES0LA711 to handle separable non-convex constraints.
An approximate algorithm for the separable nonconvex problem was proposed by
Falk FALK72], and coded by Grotte CROT761. This algorithm provides approximate
solutions by replacing each of the original functions with their piecewise linear convex
envelope. A branch and bound procedure first solves this approximate problem to get

estimates on the optimal value of the approximating function, and then to set up new
problems if the estimates do not yield a global solution. This approach is also used to
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solve the linear complementarity problem

-

tBARD82I.

in general the construction of the convex envelope of a continuous function is a
very difficult computational problem, and the refining rules given by Falk and Soland's
algorithm are such that. none of the convergence theorems hold if one is using simpler
subfunctions instead of convex envelopes. Horst. IHoRS78) proposed a different approach
for the separable non-convex problem. instead of considering convex envelopes and
minimizing several convex subproblems, he only minimizes each I 1(z,) over suitable
subintervals. He gives also a heuristic method for obtaining the global minimum of a
function of one variable.
in an earlier paper,Horst. [HORS7G] considers the following general nonconvex pro
grarnming problem

-

mm

{ I (x) : xED CR

}, D

compact

and f(x) continuous function

An algorithm of the branch and bound type is proposed which solves a sequence of
subproblems in each of which the objective function is convex or even linear. The
difference between this approach and previous approaches (as for example IFALK69I) is

the use of general compact partitions instead of rectangular ones and a different refining
rule such that the algorithm does not rely on the concept of convex envelopes and bandies non -sparable functions. It is shown that at least one accumulation point of the
sequence {Zk }, generated by the algorithm, solves the problem. in a later paper by the
same author [HORSSO] it is shown that every accumulation point of the sequence {zk }
solves the problem.
Benson BENS82A] presents a new convergence property for each of the two branch
and bound algorithms for non -convex programming problems developed by Falk -Soland
and Horst. For each algorithm, it has been shown previously that under certain conditions, whenever the algorithm generates an infinite sequence of points, at least one accu-

mulation point of this sequence is a global minimum. The author in this paper shows
that. under these conditions every accumulation point of such a sequence is a global
minimum. In the same paper a prototype branch and bound algorithm is given which
also uses underestimating subproblems. The Falk -Soland and Horst algorithms are special cases of this prototype algorithm. See also [BENS82B]. A similar algorithm of the
above

type was

also proposed by Reeves [REEV75.

Some approaches for solving non-convex separable problems by means of primal
dual methods are discussed in [EVER63], BERT79],[GFRE84]. In the last paper computational results are reported. Comments on some of the above algorithms can be found

also in

McCO721 and IHORSS2].
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A new method designed to globally minimize a concave function over a polytope is
described by Falk and Hoffman IFALK76I. This method is based on Hoffman's thesis
ftIOFF75]. This is a finite algorithm that does riot involve cuts of the feasible region,
generates a sequence of linear subproblems and is guaranteed to terminate at the global
solution. This method effectively uses the linear underestimating functions. The disadvantage of the algorithm is that the linear subproblems typically grow in size from one
iteration to the next. However, the maximum number of rows involved in any subproblem is limited to the number of constraints in the original problem and growth takes
place primarily with the addition of new columns. Furthermore the total number of
subproblems that have to be generated is limited to the number of constraints of the original problem. A number of computational results are discussed in this paper. An
extension of the algorithm for minimizing a concave function over a convex set is given
by

H0FF81].

Beale and Forrest BEAL76], BEAL78 propose a different method for global optimization. In fact a new approach is described which permits an arbitrary close approximation to the objective function. A way to do this is by using "special ordered sets", introduced by Beale and Tomlin [BEAL7O] and revised by Beale and Forrest BEAL76]. In
their published form, they apply only to sums of nonlinear functions of single variables,
but they can be adapted to products by using logarithms or other transformations. An
extension of "special ordered sets", the "linked ordered sets", allows to the treatment of
products more directly.

In BEAL78] branch and bound methods are used to find the global optimum of a
function that is defined as a sum of products of functions of single arguments. These
methods can be incorporated as extensions to the integer programming facilities in general mathematical programming. Here the implementation uses special and linked
ordered sets. A number of computational results is reported using SCICON's mathematical programming system SCICONIC. For more discussion on bran.ch and bound methods
see also

tBEAL8O.

McCormick [McCO76] considers the global optimization problem for nonlinear programming problems which are factorable ( Details about factorable functions can be
found in tMcCO83]). In this paper a method is described for obtaining tight underestimating convex programs that are used to exclude from consideration regions where the
function value is known to exceed the global minimum. Important to this approach is
the use of a convex envelope of a function of a single variable. The efficiency of the
methods depends upon the tightness of the underestimating problems.
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Some general approximate algorithms.

In a paper by Tuy [TUY83I, the general problem is considered where the feasible
region is any closed convex subset of R The methods discussed there involve ideas that
underlie the cutting plane method of Kelley EKELL6OJ for solving convex programs, and
can be called "outer approximation" methods. Basically these methods consist of approxirriating the given constraint set by a polyhedral convex set containing it, whose vertices
are known or can be computed practically. Then the minimum of the objective function
over this polyhedral set gives an approximate solution to the original problem. If the
accuracy of the solution attained is not yet satisfactory, the approximation is refined
further, and the whole process of successive approximations can be arranged so that it
will converge to an optimal solution of the original program. Such approximation procedures have been combined with other underestimating techniques in the algorithms of
Falk-Hoffman FALK75] and Hoffman IHOFF81i.
.

A different approximate procedure is considered by Mukhamediev et al IMUKHS2}.
Here a new approximate algorithm is proposed, which permits one to obtain an approximate optimal solution with a given accuracy. The idea of the proposed method is to
approximate from the interior (inner approximation) the feasible set by polytopes. Under
some additional assumptions on the objective function, it is proved that after a finite
number of steps the algorithm generates an f -approximate solution to the global
optimum.

Bilinear programming approaches

The bilinear programming problem in its general form can be stated as follows
global

mm

{ f (z ,y): x EX ,y EY }

(BLP)

where X,Y are polyhedral sets in R and Rw respectively and f(x,y) is a bilinear function. (BLP) belongs to the class of mathematical programming problems having many
example
a
important
of
bilinear
An
function
minima.
iE
local
T
T
Thieu [THIESO] proves the equivalence of bilinear pro-f (z ,!f )=c T x + d y +x Qy
gramming and concave minimization under linear constraints.
.

A number of authors recognized a close relationship between algorithms for bilinear
programming and existing algorithms for concave minimization. Therefore specialized
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(BLP) algorithms can be adapted for quadratic concave programming.
Konno KONN76BI, considers the quadratic concave minimization problem subject
to linear constraints. First he gives the equivalence of this problem to the associated bilinear program. In fact he proves that the two problems
max 2cTx±7TQ1
s.t.

where c,x ER

,

b ER m A ER mzn

(1)

Ax =b, x>O

is a symmetric positive definite matrix and

Q ER

max f (11,72)
s.t.

=

A

TZ+XTQZ

Tr

(2)

x1=b

A x2=b,

X1,x2~0

are equivalent in the following sense: If z is an optimal solution of problem (1), then
(z ,x') is optimal for problem (2). Conversely if (x ,xfl is optimal for problem (2) then
both x ,2 are optimal for (1). The cutting plane method for (BLP) developed earlier
by Konno KONN76A] is then used to solve the concave programming problem. Related
problems and methods are studied in KoNN8O1 and [KONNS11.

A similar approach using bilinear programming is considered by Czochalska
CZOC82A], jCZ0C82B). The first paper deals with the general (BLP) problem where
the feasible set is not necessarily bounded. The most important properties of (BLP) are
presented and the theoretical foundations are given. The method searches for an optimal
solution among the basic feasible solutions being equilibria points of the problem. The
algorithm is illustrated by some numerical examples. Based on this algorithm, the author
(in the second paper) gives an algorithm for nonconvex quadratic programming. This biliriear programming algorithm for quadratic programming is greatly simplified, as a

consequence of the problem structure and because of the fact that the verification of
necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an optimal solution is reduced to
the solution of a linear programming problem.
Some other papers on bilinear programming are tVAIS761, VAISH771, ALTM68
and GALL771. In fact the algorithm proposed by Callo and IJikulu in the last paper is
similar to Tuy's method for concave programming.

-
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Methods for Large Scale global concave programming.
The problem here can be stated as follows
global
s.t.

where P={ (z ,y):A1 z + A2

cave part is given by

y =6

(x )=c

(LSP)

$(x ,y)

(I ,y )EP

x ,y >0 }CR1
T

T

mm

,

'(x ,y)=(r)+dT

y

and the con-

Qx, where Q is a positive semidefinite matrix.

and A 2ER "'a. in earlier work only the case correspondAssume z ER ,y ER k ,A 1ER
ing to k=0 has been considered, that is, all variables were treated in the same manner.
"

The motivation for considering this type of problem is similar to that for problems
of large scale convex minimization or zero-one integer linear programming. Large scale,
linearly constrainted minimization problems with a convex objective function, can be
solved, provided that most of the variables appear only linearly on the objective function. In that case a method such as MIINOS MURT781, [MIJRT83], which treats the
linear variables in a different manner than these appearing nonlinearly can be used very
efficiently. Similarly large scale zero
-one mixed integer linear programming can be solved
in a reasonable time provided most of the variables are continuous.
The new approach for (LSP) problems (where k> >n) takes full advantage of the
linearity of y variables. This new approach incorporates ideas proposed originally by
Rosen ROSE83] and used as a starting point, for subsequent work by IKALA84I,

[ROSE84A], [ROSE84B], [Z1LV831.
Rosen [ROSE83] gives a computational method for finding the global minimum of a
quadratic concave function over a polyhedral set in R This method introduces new
ideas that take advantage of the ellipsoid -like level surfaces of the objective function to
find a good initial vertex and to eliminate a rectangular domain (enclosed in a level surface) from further consideration.
.

The same ideas have been extended for the large scale problem (LSP). The basic
which contains the
step used, is to initially determine a rectangular domain R CR
projection P of P on the x-space. This can be done by solving a multiple -cost-row LP
with 2n objective functions. Then a linear underestimating function r(z) to (x) is easily
computed and the following LP problem
,

mm

{F(x)+dTy:(x,y)EP}

is solved to give upper and lower bounds for the global optimum 4'

*

-

ii

-

r(i)-- dTji <'1' <'()

where (i,fl, is the solution to the approximate linear programming problem. The algorithms developed and implemented by Zilverberg and Kalantari are both similar in their
initial phase, which finds a vertex i5=(i,V), as previously described.
Zilverberg's algorithm

[ZILV83] continues

by partitioning R into 2n pyramids. We

summarize this partitioning for the usual case that iT is an interior point, of R,. Each
pyramid P i=1,...,2n, has its base on one of the 2n faces of R, and has iT as its common apex. The union of these pyramids is R. For each i=1,...2n a linear function L (z)
can be easily computed which underestimates (z) on F2, and such that L (T)=I(iT),
L -(w1)=(w)), j=1,¯,2fl_1, where the w2 are the vertices of R2 contained in the face
which forms the base of P-. Each L, (z) is an improved underestimator for 4(z) on the
pyramid P i.e. F(x)L1(x)(x), for any rEP1. Then another multiple cost -row linear

program

mm

{Ljx) + dTy :(x,y)EP}

i=1,...,2n

will give an improved lower bound and usually an improved global minimum candidate.
Denote by iT that vertex with the minimum function value, if iTi=iT, then i' is the glo-bal optimum. If not construct the pyramids with i5' as their common apex and repeat.
The algorithm developed and implemented by Kalantari [KALAS4] is somewhat
simpler to describe. ASter the initial state, the rectangular domain R is bisected with a
cut parallel to one of its faces. A linear underestimating function is then obtained for
each of the two rectangular subdomains, and each of the resulting linear problems is
solved i.e. mm {1 (x )+d y :(z ,y )P } where F. (x) are the linear underestimating functions on the subdomains. This bisection and solution of the corresponding linear pro-grams is then repeated at each iteration, giving a branch and bound algorithm with an
improved bound at each step. Also error bounds on this improvement are given.
A theoretical analysis of the computational performance of approximate algorithms
of this type is given by ROSE83].

[ROSES4C], some new techniques

using separable programming have been
proposed. The original (LSP) problem is reduced to an equivalent separable problem by
solving a multiple cost-row linear program with 2n cost rows. The solution of one addiRecently

tional linear program gives an incumbent vertex which is a candidate for the global
minimum, and also gives a bound on the relative error in the function value of this

incumbent. An a-priori bound on this relative error is obtained, which is shown to be
<0.25, in important cases. If the incumbent is not a satisfactory approximation to the
global minimum, a guaranteed i -approximate solution is obtained by solving a single

-
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zero-one mixed integer programming problem. This integer problem is formulated by a
single piecewise linear underestimation of the separable problem. It is also shown how
the linear complementarity problem can be formulated and solved as a problem of the
type

considered here

IFARD84I.

Concluding Remarks

\Vhile a variety of methods have been proposed for the global concave minimization
problem, only a few of the suggested algorithms have been programmed and tested.
Computational results quoted in the literature before 1980 seem to be limited to the
case where the number of nonlinear variables is 25. Larger problems have been solved
in the case of large scale quadratic concave programming, using the methods described in

the previous section.
The few implementable approaches are for functions of special structure, such as
quadratic or separable concave, and employ branch and bound techniques in conjunction
with underestimating linear (or piecewise linear) problems.
Extensive computational tests are needed to evaluate the average performance of
these suggested algorithms
-

-
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